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KNACK is dedicated to showcasing the work of new artists 

of all mediums and to discussing trends and ideas within art 

communities. KNACK’s ultimate aim is to connect and inspire 

emerging artists. We strive to create a place for artists, 

writers, designers, thinkers, and innovators to collaborate 

and produce a unique, informative, and unprecedented web-

based magazine each month.
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ASHER 
GRIFFITH

I was born in a trailer in Wiener, Arkansas. One 
day, my dad shot a little black garden snake with 
a shotgun because it scared my mom. It was spat-
tered across the gravel driveway like someone 
had shattered a little vial of Indian ink. I was 
two. My dad was twenty-two. Then our dog was 
shot by our neighbor, beause our dog chased the 
neighbor’s goat to death. A goat’s heart cannot 
handle that of a dog.. Our neighbor used a bow 
and arrow to assassinate our dog and my mother 
cried herself dry as she tried to explain to me 
that we could not just get another one.
   Another dog, who, to me, was known as 
Krypto (a moniker her smooth, fist-sized tomb-
stone would bear though her paw-shaped name-
tag never would) was killed while she, in her 
red bandana, and I, in my super cape, chased 
cars. Momma cried again, joined the Air Force, 
moved us to Mississippi. Then she and my dad 
got a divorce. He piled all of his belongings onto 
a red trailer and drove away. My brother beat his 
head against the linoleum floors of the officers’ 
quarters. I dug a very large hole in the backyard. 
My brother is now a very good sculptor. I am a 
now playwright in my mind and a rickshaw pilot 
in New Orleans.

SARA 
ESPARZA

Sara Esparza was born in Vitoria, Basque Coun-
try, Spain. She is currently studying Film and 
Acting in Santa Fe, New Mexico. She has been 
living between New Mexico and Spain for the 
last two years, discovering, learning and travel-
ing as much as her pocket allows. 

s.esparza.llano@gmail.com

MARISA 
RHEEM

I was born on March 23, 1989, in Washing-
ton D.C., raised in the Maryland Metropolitan 
Area. Throughout my education in Maryland, 
I was submersed in Western culture’s idealist 
mindset of success, wealth, and hierarchy. Lin-
da Hogan shares in her book, The Stories We 
Hold Secret: Tales of Women’s Spiritual Devel-
opment, how Western society impacts the mind 
by stating, “It has been a selling out of intuition, 
instinct, and life energy, a sacrifice of our gifts 
to those who judged them inferior. Now there 
is something lacking which many are seeking to 
reclaim.” Through painting and praying, I am 
reclaiming my life-force energy from those who 
deemed my magic inferior, and have been do-
ing so for years. My journey to reclaim spiritual 
wholeness has determined my creative and evo-
lutionary trajectory.
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ASHER GRIFFITH
C R E AT I V E  W R I T I N G

These are poems and a story written in the Southern Gothic Style. A 
tradition erroneously thought by the artist to have been pioneered by 
the artist. They are preoccupied with sex, like most things. They may 
or may not, depending on whether or not the reader is concerned 
with such things, all be read as if from the point of view of a fictitious 
person named Possumhead, a Native American Vietnam Veteran 
and pizza delivery alcoholic/aspiring astronaut.

A TRADITION ERRONE-
OUSLY THOUGHT BY 
THE ARTIST TO HAVE 
BEEN PIONEERED BY 
THE ARTIST
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JOU R N E Y  I N T O  the M I N D  of a G U I LT LE S S  M A N

I know what you’re thinking.  It’s easy, of course, for me to say something like, as 
an omniscient narrator of a story you haven’t even read yet, and which, actually, 
is not on these pages inscribed. But, let me assure you with the authority that I 
have to do so, that he, the guiltless man of the title, has nothing to hide.  While 
the rest of us go about our lives wincing occasionally (at least daily- sometimes 
hourly on particularly fragile-feeling mornings) at the heavier, darker, or more 
embarrassing fragments of memory as they slowly bubble up from the viscous, 
black bogs of our pasts, the walls of our consciousnesses seeming prickly and 
close, and our inner dialogues like broken records sputtering mantras meant to 
remind us of our failures and our faults, the Guiltless Man forges unfalteringly 
forward, like his unimpeded, pristine train of thought, through his life with a 
cool, contented contour to his lips.
 Say that you were given an opportunity to walk through the little door 
on the band of the Guiltless Man’s Derby Hat, out into a field by a path just 
outside of a little town in the foothills of the Mountains of the Guiltless Man’s 
Mind, and breathe the air, which is clean and just the right temperature.  You 
might stand in the path and look back into the little town.  It’s very early in the 
morning, and a baker is carrying a tray of fresh bread and pastries from his 
stone oven into the bakery.  
 “That little town,” you might think, “is full of houses, full of closets, full of 
skeletons.  Hidden in those closets are surely his memories of everyone he’s 
touched and who have touched him, and a great number of them must, because 
this Guiltless Fella is mortal, bear the weight of some misdeed, or at least, mistake 
wrought by him, against them, or with them.”
 And that’s not an unwarranted expectation, but none of their closets hold 
anything but the possessions of the denizens of the little town in the foothills 
of the Mountains of the Guiltless Man’s Mind. You might ask anyone who 
lived there, and they would tell you truthfully that their closets contained the 
wholesome paraphernalia of an honest life, but it is very early in the morning, 
and you would have quite a long way to go if you were to seek out those remotest 
places where a  man with an apparent ivory conscience might hide a bloodied 
knife or a love letter.

 You would, in fact, have to travel deep into the forests and high into the 
Mountains of the Guiltless Man’s Mind to find an only once-touched secret 
place such as would be required to hide such a scandalous item, were such a 
thing to exist (and rest assured, it cannot). It would take weeks of hard hiking 
and clambering through brambles, of hopping mossy rocks across streams, of 
climbing nearly vertical rock faces, slippery with a thick blanket of rotting oak 
leaves or pine needles, pulling yourself up by the trunks of determined little 
saplings (near the roots where they are thickest; they are too spindly at the top, 
or even in the middle, to hold your weight). You would sweat in the sun and swat 
mosquitos. You would shiver at night, sunburned in your thin bedroll. But all in 
all, the forest and the mountains are kind to everything living in them. An old 
man by a brook would share his fire with you after he gave you some string and 
a hook and spent the afternoon spinning yarns and catching trout. A friendly 
bear would give you some honey. Honeysuckle, blackberries, and muscadines 
are nearly everywhere to be found. You forget about the skeletons for the most 
part and truly, deeply, and for perhaps the first time in a very long time, might 
find yourself enjoying life. At peace and sober, lungs full of virtuous air, muscles 
pleasantly sore by day’s end next to your tiny fire with a dinner of fresh caught 
trout you would smile in spite of yourself. You might find yourself camping on 
one of many little outcroppings of rock in the mountains, jutting out over a deep 
ravine and providing a terrible and awesome view of the sunsets, infinite night 
sky, and sunrises above the sprawling, virgin mountain range.
 Finally, you would come to a wide level spot, filled with wild flowers 
and some apparently very purposefully planted  apple trees.  Peaches, too!  
Hey, is that watermelon?!  I’ll be damned.  Huge watermelon vines, left to 
rampant growing.  Have an apple.  They are very sweet and firm and just 
ripe enough today.  
 Just a little ways off is an abandoned house.  It is very clear that it has not 
been visited or inhabited in many, many years.  You might walk inside, and 
upon opening the door, crush a flying insect’s nest.  The frightened creature 
would fly into a frenzy, and startle you inordinately, but after he had buzzed 
up to meet your eyes, and revealed himself to be only a dirt dauber wearing a 
tattered pork pie with the top flapping open - a suitcase in one hand, the other 
taking the chewed stub of cigar out of his mouth just long enough to spit the 

YOU WOULD HAVE 

QU ITE  A LONG WAY 

TO GO I F  YOU WERE 

TO SEEK OUT THOSE 

REMOTEST  PL ACES 

WHERE A  M AN 

WITH AN APPARENT 

IVORY CONSCIENCE 

M IGHT H IDE A 

B LOODIED KNIFE  OR 

A LOVE LET TER
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words, “HAY!  FUCK YOU, BUDDY!”  before he buzzed on away, you would 
have gathered yourself and walked through the door to discover a neat, single 
room, long abandoned. The dust on the knife on the cutting board on the table 
in the center of the room is thick.  Also on the percolator on top of the potbelly 
stove.  Also on the twin bed with gingham sheets, made with martial crispness.  
There is a single door to a single closet.  
 A single closet.
 Now, even if you were to walk over to that door, and with tightening chest 
and quickening breath turn the stubborn, rusty knob, and pull the swollen door 
not without some considerable jerking from it’s jamb; were you to stumble back 
from the sudden giving way of the door, and fall against the table upsetting huge 
plumes of dust from every surface and knocking the knife with blood-curdling 
tintinnabulation to the ground, and jumping a raccoon from somewhere in the 
vicinity to skitter out through the open kitchen window, shattering a mason jar 
in the process, and to wait with only the sound of blood rushing in your ears and 
a mocking bird in an apple tree for the dust between you and the terrible gaping 
rectangular opening to settle would you see even a single, dusty finger bone.  
 There might be nothing.  Or a suitcase which, were you curious enough to 
open it (which, of course, you would be), might contain a razor.  A pair of shoes.  
A faded photo of a dog or a couple or a young child.  A clean, white shirt. Perhaps 
it would contain the only surviving possessions of a refugee dirt dauber.
 Or nothing.
 After having calmed yourself, shaking subsided, the ability to swallow 
returning, you would see through the back door screen a hammock swaying 
between two of the meager columns.  You might lean your pack against the wall 
and clamber into it, and quickly fall into a delicious afternoon state of near-sleep 
and have a very brief dream about a boat ride which would be interrupted by a 
jarring thought which sends you rocketing up out of your meditation with arms 
flailing enough to sway the hammock out from under you, dumping you onto 
the porch.  
 “Sure,” thinks you, panting, “he is, at least apparently, guiltless, but is he 
blameless!?!?  Does he hide no skeletons in even the remotest of closets in the 
remotest of cabins because he pitches them out into the whimpering, horrified 
streets instead?  Because he rattles them with huge, hairy hands by the vertebrae 

of the neck under the flinching eyes of the public?  Is his conscience raped into 
subversion by overwhelming wealth, or unbridled narcissism, or sociopathic 
delusion?  Does he wear a series of tic marks etched in ink on his neck beneath a 
skull full of desperate animalism, smoking a scavenged cigarette butt?  Have you 
seen a photograph of him wearing a beret, clenching his teeth and fists, trigger 
finger a-squeeze on the trigger of an emptied machine gun?  Was he the man at 
the other table at lunch last time you went to that place, chuckling to himself, 
dressed in seersucker, eating foie gras and beluga caviar, spinning a very thick 
ring around his very thick finger with his thumb?  
 No.
 No, no.
 You would take a moment to calm yourself, and assure yourself that it was a 
silly thought (and, let me assure you with the authority that I have to do so, it is a 
ridiculous notion). You would get back to your feet, and stand for a moment with 
your face buried in your handkerchief, breathing slowly, deeply, and deliberately.
 Then you might walk out onto the front porch, sit down on the splintered 
steps, heart pounding only slightly now, and cast a look over your shoulder.  
No, nobody’s coming, you just want to have a look at the house.  It is very old, 
simple, and charming.  You consider living there.  Needs a little paint, sure, but 
what a small price to pay! Who would be stalking by your house, under cover 
of night, while you slept with the summer breeze blowing through your open 
windows but another gentle creature of the Guiltless Man’s Mind?  You could 
rest confidently in your hammock knowing that those distant percussive pops 
were in fact the backfiring of an old engine, or some kids playing with fireworks.  
 You might go get one of those delicious looking watermelons and take it 
inside,  pick up the knife and the cutting board and clean them, then carve the 
watermelon and take a huge dripping wedge back out to the front steps. Then, 
you might wipe the juice from your chin with the back of your sleeve, and look 
down off of the mountain through a clearing of trees in front of you.  You’d see 
the town far away and down below, glowing and steaming through the gloaming 
and evening.
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Automatic Fox Machine: Fig. 1, exploded view: NEON

I was holding up a wall at the Conoco
as oft I did in those days pourboir
when up rolled the most stone-cold righteous
automatic fox machine I’d ever seen,

and, despite having been advised against it,
I purposefully neglected to discharge any static action
before I stuck my nozzle
in her socket,

but when I did,
her smell lit up the air like a school of tropical fishes
and the sound of her exploded on my tongue like ripe peaches
and the beast in my brain-cage began to rattle
like a mad maraca

and my body became an elaborately contorted,
glowing glass tube
that spelled out the shape of a kris,
or a lion,
or an oak in a state of rampant growth,

and it grew hot
at a mathematical rate
and 
        exploded!

and the resulting plume of glitter and gas
was in a very stable state.

Cat

A wasblack cat,
waspink collar rhinestoned,
sunk in her swollen neck,
a hole in her hip
bored by a bug or a little bullet;

creamy cataract fish eye,
swollensplit sausagelike,
white paws, white milk-mustache muzzle,
white cream-dipped tip of limp tail
on my shovel,
a bed of shattered asbestos shingles,

then maggots,

piled and scattered like squirming rice;
then shiny sunscared scarabs
among the greasy, blue, hairy bits
that stuck to the ground
beside blackplastic shoveledcat casketbag;

then flies,

a thousand fat flies,
slow from overeating,
dip and circle and roar,

like cropdusters,
like dogfighters.
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Tow Truck

Hello, I am a terrible tow truck. 
A portable troll bridge. 
A big gruff green tow truck, 
and my muffler up chucks steaming. 
I have a big rough grill that shines in the dripping gloaming. 
I have a big mean hook that drips in the shining evening. 
I keep these streets from the moment it is mean moaning 
(twelve bells) 
until it is hi-bright and I go home. 
I troll the streets of my steaming city 
and I hear the boats in the river moaning. 

There is teeming on some candy-colored streets, 
and there are bright wet dresses on the naked. 
On the inky river streets I troll for dead beats thinking 
they have gotten lucky. 
There is no Lucky in these dead, inky, stinking streets. 
There is no up, Chuck. 
You got the wrong guy. 
There is no luck. 
There is a girl in the crowded graveyard 
who sticks her camera in a gaping grave 
and flashes a picture. 
Stole some soul. 
I wonder if she saw teeming. 

There is moaning from the boats in the river; 
it runs from its mouth. 
There are runny moanings on the street. 
There are leaning puking up, Chuck. 
There are steaming wet shirts on the naked. 

On at least one street there are beats and teeming 
among candy-lit strings 
(and those are on the bridge, too, Lucky). 

On another, there’s me. 
And my big dragging hook drags dead beats, 
their silver bodies shining and wet, 
(finders keepers) 
back to the chain link holding tank 
and I put them there and wait till moaning, 
and the dead are close and stinky in their beds. 

And some rot. 

And some are sold back to the weepers who lost 
but found my fishy market. 
They have hangovers and camera 
rolls of souls. 
They bleat like goats. 
I get rich like a troll. 
Trolls are rich son-of-a-bitches. 
And my engine drips inky while I sleep like a bridge.
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Dear Abby,

My house is the dustiest place on planet Earth.  
I’ve tried a few things to keep it clean.  
I’ve worn out two brooms.  
I bought a Shop-vac but I lost it in the dust.  

My friends all told me that it was because I kept my windows open all the time.  
Cars kick up the graveyard dust when they drive by the graveyard
and it drifts into the windows.  
The motes are clearly visible in morning sunlight.  

So I shut all the windows, right?  
My house almost instantly filled up to neck deep with cigarette ash 
and fucking dust.  
Plus, it’s hotter than a brass Venus in Hell here, now.  

My friends all tell me that it’s so dusty in my house because I smoke inside.  
I lost my cigarettes in the dust.  

My friends all tell me that my dog is making it dusty in my house
 when she comes in after playing in the graveyard and broadcasts graveyard dust 
with her fluffy tail-wagging.  
I lost my dog in the dust two weeks ago and I haven’t seen hide nor hair since.  

It would be untrue, actually, to say that I hadn’t seen hair, 
because there are myriad hairs mingled in the dust.  
There are very long, curly, black hairs and some short ones.  
There are thick, long, wavy blonde hairs and some red ones.  
There are epic, white, wizardly beard hairs and some very apparently female armpit hairs.  
The last time I could distinguish my own hairs from the dust, 
it was short and dusty, 
so I’m fairly certain it’s not all mine.  

It has occurred to me to open the windows again, 
to let some of the dust out, you know?  
But everything I find in the dust and determine by feel to be something like a window 
turns out to be anything in creation but.  

My friends all tell me it’s so goddam dusty in my house because I don’t get out enough, 
but I lost all my friends in the dust.  

Please help me,
      
Sedentary in Sediment
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I’M A REMIX OF WHAT 
I HAVE FOUND ON THE 
PATH I WALK

SARA ESPARZA
P H OT O G R A P H Y

Inspired by cloudy days, easy jokes, underground and heavy metal 
movement, cinematography, mix of cultures, fellow artists, trips, 
concerts, open-minded people, new cultures, new knowledge, ex-
perimentation, non-stop working and undying curiosity. I’m a re-
mix of what I have found on the path I walk. I believe you should 
take as much as you can, work as much as you can, and have a good 
soundtrack for it all.
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MARISA RHEEM
S T U D I O  A R T

I am a kinesthetic learner, experiential processor and painter. As an expe-
riential painter, I paint by a moment-to-moment system that requires me to 
maintain cognitive awareness, discipline and intention. 
 My creative process begins with an intrinsically powered visualization in 
my mind that derives from a collective database of information and knowl-
edge. I cut out specific shapes with a jigsaw and layer the wood in a fashion 
that creates background, middle ground and foreground. I find this kines-
thetic building process to be extremely rewarding and the final product to 
be visually successful. Rectangular forms obstruct my ability to strengthen 
my relationship with creation. I feel hindered by the limited nature of their 
geometric edges. It is as though my compositions require the same freedom 
as the magic wand, or the paintbrush does to move. The possible templates I 
can create with wood assemblage are infinite and this motivates me to make 
paintings that no one has ever seen before.
 The active process of building each painting on the foundation of healing 
is of critical importance to achieving a positive outcome. My paintings flow 
freely within their individual trajectory and my source materials for these 
paintings are the grounding forces underneath this freedom. As I build and 
subtract paint layers, I remain present in the moment-to-moment systematic 
development of decision-making intertwined with the intentional interac-
tions of wand and template. Just as technical freedom aids in achieving posi-
tive outcomes, allowing for emotional freedom through exposure-based pro-
cedures creates infinite opportunities to service my existential needs. When 
I build and subtract paint layers over an extended period of time, it mirrors 
the evolutionary journey of transforming my pain into integrated knowledge. 
The translation of raw emotion through the paintbrush comes out in unique 
dialects with constructive meaning. The process of constructing new mean-
ing from traumatic experiences by means of an intuitive visual language is 
the most stimulating source of information for authentic paintings. There is 
no separation between the greatness of painting from healing in my world. 
My experiential knowledge and painting skills have formed a strong relation-
ship that thrives off each other’s reciprocal energies and thoughts.

 JUST AS TECHNI-
CAL FREEDOM AIDS IN 
ACHIEVING POSITIVE 
OUTCOMES, ALLOW-
ING FOR EMOTIONAL 
FREEDOM THROUGH 
EXPOSURE-BASED PRO-
CEDURES CREATES IN-
FINITE OPPORTUNITIES 
TO SERVICE MY EXIS-
TENTIAL NEEDS
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all at once without hesitation

by the time it sinks it’s too late
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anywhere else but here
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honoring
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stripped earth
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this can’t be happening
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PHOTOGRAPHERS, GRAPHIC DESIGNERS & STUDIO ARTISTS 
Up to 10 high resolution images of your work. All must include 
pertinent caption information (name, date, medium, year). If 
there are specifications or preferences concerning the way in 
which an image is displayed please include them. 

WRITERS
KNACK seeks writing of all kinds. We will even consider reci-
pes, reviews, and essays (although we do not prefer anything 
that is academic). We seek writers whose work has a distinct 
voice, is character driven, and is subversive but tasteful . 
We are not interested in fantasy or genre f iction. You may 
submit up to 25,000 words and as l ittle as one. We accept 
simultaneous submissions. No cover letter necessary. All 
submissions must be 12pt, Times New Roman, double-spaced 
with page numbers and include your name, e-mail , phone 
number, and genre. 

ALL SUBMISSIONS: 
KNACK encourages all submitters to include an artist state-
ment with their submission. We believe that your perspective 
of your work and process is as lucrative as the work itself. This 
may range from your upbringing and/or education as an art-
ist, what type of work you produce, inspirations, etc. If there 
are specifications or preferences concerning the way in which 
an image is displayed please include them. A brief biography 
including your name, age, current location, and portrait of the 
artist is also encouraged (no more than 700 words). 

 *Please title f iles for submission with the name of the piece.  
   This applies for both writing and visual submissions.

ACCEPTABLE FORMATS
IMAGES: PDF, TIFF, or JPEG
WRITTEN WORKS: .doc, .docx, and RTF

EMAIL:  KNACKMAGAZINE1@GMAIL.COM
SUBJECT: SUBMISSION (PHOTOGRAPHY, STUDIO 
ART, CREATIVE WRITING, GRAPHIC DESIGN)

KNACK operates on a rolling submission system. This 

means that we will consider work from any artist at 

any time. Our “deadlines” merely serve as a cutoff 

for each issue of the magazine. Any and all work sent 

to knackmagazine1@gmail.com will be considered 

for submission as long as it follows submission guide-

lines. The day work is sent merely reflects the issue it 

will be considered for. 

Have questions or suggestions? E-mail us. We want 

to hear your thoughts, comments, and concerns.

Sincerely,

Ariana Lombardi, Executive Editor
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ISSUE 25
 9.14.2014

ISSUE 26
 10.12.2014

ISSUE 27
 11.16.2014

ISSUE 28
 12.14.2014

KNACK is requesting material 

to be reviewed. Reviews extend 

to any culture-related event that 

may be happening in the com-

munity in which you live. Do you 

know of an exciting show or ex-

hibition opening? Is there an art 

collective in your city that de-

serves some press? Are you a 

musician, have a band, or are 

a filmmaker? Send us your CD, 

movie, or titles of upcoming re-

leases which you’d like to see 

reviewed in KNACK. We believe 

that reviews are essential to cre-

ating a dialogue about the arts. If 

something thrills you, we want to 

know about it and share it with 

the KNACK community—no mat-

ter if you live in the New York or 

Los Angeles, Montreal or Mexico. 

All review material can be sent 

to knackmagazine1@gmail.

com. Please send a copy of 

CDs and films to 2732B Agua 

Fria St., Santa Fe, NM, 87507. If 

you would like review material 

returned to you include return 

postage and packaging. Entries 

should contain pertinent details 

such as name, year, release date, 

websites and links (if applicable). 

For community events we ask 

that information be sent up to 

two months in advance to allow 

proper time for assignment and 

review.

We look forward to seeing 

and hearing your work.
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